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Investigations conducted in Illinois during the past fifteen years 
have shown that corn is affected by several rot diseases of the root, 
stalk, and ear. These rots have been found to be one of the chief 
causes of thin stands; of large numbers of weak and stunted plants i 
of stalks that are leaning, down, and broken; of barrenness and nub­
bins; of chaffy, immature ears; and of reduced yields. 
Those in close tOt£ch with the situation feel that these rots are cut­
ting the yields of the corn in the state fully fifteen percen't j and 
careful observations dOnvince us that these diseases are increasing 
thnwut the corn belt. 
CONTROL 
The best method that has been developed to date for the control 
of these rots is the selection of disease-free seed ears. This selection 
is no single operation that can be completed within a few days; it 
is the result of carefully following out several steps at the proper 
time. The first step that is necessary to secure the best results in 
controlling these corn troubles is to select mature ears in the ' field 
from healthy stalks growing in disease-free ht"lls. 
SELECT BEST NORMALLY IVIATURED EARS FROM NORMAL STALKS 
Fully matured ears, with sound shanks, from upright, sturdy stalks 
have shown, on the average, greater vigor and considerably more re­
sistance to these . diseases than similar appearing ears from stalks 
either slightly or badly diseased. Moreover, ears from leaning and 
broken stalks, and ears with slightly rotted shanks from erect stalks, 
are likely to be diseased. Wilted and prematurely dead stalks co?n­
rrwnly bear diseased ears. Such stalks are frequently mistaken for 
early maturing stalks by those not suspecting their diseased condition. 
Many apparently desirable seed ears droop because of weak, rot­
ten, or broken shanks. Often such ears are diseased. Ears from stalks 
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and shanks showing these symptoms have given greatly reduced yields 
when planted in experimental plots. 
Ears from apparently healthy stalks in a hill where other stalks 
are diseased should be avoided for seed .purposes. 
As susceptibility to one disease often means susceptibility to other 
diseases, it is well to avoid ears from smutted or badly rusted stalks. 
Furthermore, ears from stalks with either badly rolled and crinkled, 
spotted, or discolored leaves, or plants with many fired leaves also 
yield less and should not be selected for seed. I t is best to take only 
matured ears of medium size, from upright, sturdy plants whose stalks 
anq. portions of the leaves are still green, and whose ears are sup­
ported at a convenient height on strong, sound shanks. 
Field selection of seed ears should be made before the first killing 
frost. This makes it possible to distinguish ears that have matured 
normally from those that have ripened prematurely 011 account of 
disease. 
QUANTITY OF SEED EARS TO SELEC1' 
In order to have enough seed ears from which to get the very best 
seed, it is advisable to gather about five times as many as will be re­
quired for next year's planting. This will allow for shinkage, dis­
carded ears, butt and tip shelling, grading, etc. 
CURING AND STORAGE 
The seed ears, after being selected in the field, should be so han­
dled and stored that they will dry uniformly and thoroly. If the 
moisture content of the ears remains high, harmful organisms may 
grow into the ears and infect them. Because of this, it is of utmost 
importance that the ears be kept in a dry, well-ventilated place. 
For further information regarding the storage of seed corn, the 
reader is referred to Farmers' Bulletins 1175 and 1176 of the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, and to Circular 225 of the Illinois Agri­
cultural Experiment Station. 
NOTE.-It is planned to issue later a circular telling how to further control 
the rots of corn by identifying and eliminating diEeased ears at the time of 
making the germination test. 
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